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INTRODUCTION  
Low performance of data center infrastructure work is 

usually associated with disproportion of servers’ utilization. 
Statistically less than 30% of data servers are under-utilized 
more than 90 % of the total time while other servers nor-
mally cause idle power consumption which leads to the 
50% of power loss and inefficient work of data center dur-
ing peak period [1-5]. Overconsumption problem could be 
solved by minimization of the active servers’ number within 
the bounds of the server consolidation procedure. Server 
consolidation is server virtualization technique, which 
allows workloads encapsulating as virtual machines 
(VMs) and, thus, run multiple VMs at single server with the 
aid of hypervisor block (Figure 1).  

Main task of data center server consolidation imple-
mentation is maintenance of the prior performance level of 
the servers room infrastructure work. It leads to necessity of 

the data center peak utilization regime analysis, usually at 
the 90%, 95% and 99% of maximal recorded value thresh-
old level. Threshold level should be based on the recorded 
sample in order to get a compromise between stable data 
center work and opportunity for power savings which is 
associated with skipping of rare cases of servers’ peak load 
[6, 7]. Thereby, server consolidation may cause perfor-
mance degradation due to the conflict of using shared 
resources by VMs [8, 9], specifically last level cache (LLC). 
The results of cache co-located VMs usage analysis show 
that sharing LLC between two copies of VMs leads to 
20%-30% performance decreasing. The amount of interfer-
ence could be characterized with a set of parameters, such 
as effective number of used sets [10]. Allocation of VMs, 
thus, can be realized by accounting for the amount of the 
interference and its minimization through the estimation of 
the required performance requirement. 
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Fig. 1. Data center server consolidation scheme 

To develop data center server consolidation methodol-
ogy there were analyzed recent studies and publications. 
Statistics of modern data servers’ physical resources utiliza-
tion rate and proportions was considered [1-5]. In order to 
overcome restrictions and optimize power consumption 
models that based on the resources utilization threshold 
value rather than the peak value were discussed [6-7]. 
Sharing of the servers’ resources among co-located VMs, 
especially LLC problem were studied [8, 9]. To develop the 
methodology co-located VMs interference with a set of 
parameters, particularly effective number of used sets was 
analyzed [10], as well as correlations among VMs’ workload 
[11-14]. Finally it was studied power management solution 
for data centers scale-out application and targeting distinc-
tive workload characteristics of scale-out applications  
[15, 16]. 

KEY ASPECTS OF THE CORRELATION-AWARE  
POWER MANAGEMENT 
As it was mentioned above, server consolidation could 

be achieved by considering correlation among workload 

variation. Basic scheme of clustering-based correlation-
aware VM development [11, 16] solution includes: 

 trace data center servers’ physical resources utili-
zation level; 

 transform utilization traces into binary sequence 
up to the utilization threshold value; 

 clustering of VMs up to the binary sequence in or-
der to maintain not overlapping of different clusters; 

 VMs allocation at physical servers in order to min-
imize the possibility of the service performance degrada-
tion at peak period. 

Typical engineering solution is pairing of two uncorre-
lated VMs into super-VM. Maintaining of the super-VMs can 
be done by predicting of the aggregated workloads. Once 
two uncorrelated VMs are paired correlations of them with-
in a same super-VM have not be considered, and possibility 
of further power consumption decrease will be lost. If serv-
ers’ utilization is perfectly known this scheme could be 
extended by utilization of multiple VMs workload of such 
that for VM placement. To overcome those drawbacks it 
was proposed [15, 16] to develop power management 
procedure for cloud services that includes: 
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 user-interactive and fast changing service; 
 maintaining of the minimal performance degra-

dation caused by physical resources sharing conflict; 
 high correlation level of VMs. 
While the scale-out applications usually operate as 

highly parallel processes, it is advisable to assign the right 
number of CPU cores for each VM. At Figure 2 are demon-
strated generalized results of recent studies [6, 17] of re-
sponse time of a websearch cluster with respect to the 
number of queries for 90% threshold value. The number of 
allocated cores varied from 4 to 16. It should be noticed 

that resource utilization level depends on time and usually 
is lower than the available amount of resources, though 
dynamic power gating cannot be applicable to this type of 
applications due to the performance degradation caused by 
the unapropriable transition delay of power modes switch-
ing. Thereby it should be noted necessity of allocating the 
right number of cores for each VM according to its peak and 
off-peak resources utilization demands. This procedure has 
to be implemented at the stage of scaling volt-
age/frequency level (V/F level). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Response time of cluster with respect to the number of queries for 90% threshold value 

Dynamics of the websearch cluster’s CPU utilization lev-
el is shown at Figure 3. CPU utilization level was traced for 2 
VMs with respects to the number of clients’ queries. CPU 
utilizations of both VMs are synchronized with the variation 
of the number of queries and it could be seen that loads 

between VMs are not perfectly balanced. Therefore it 
should be mentioned that resource utilization efficiency has 
to be improved by sharing cores among multiple VM.  

This procedure will provide more flexible use of the core 
cores up to the resource demands as a real-time function. 
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Fig. 3. CPU utilization level of two VMs with respect the number of clients queries 

PROPOSED SERVER CONSOLIDATION METHOD 
As it was mentioned before clients queries are distrib-

uted between multiple VMs and of every cluster and work-
loads of VM within a same cluster are highly correlated in 
comparison of correlation of different clusters VMs. In Fig-
ures 4-6 is shown intra-cluster correlation of 2 VMs. It is can 
be seen that VMs resources utilization are strongly synchro-

nized. Proposed method includes analysis of VMs pervasive 
correlation within a cluster and among clusters. The Figures 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the correlation-aware 
VM maintaining of 2 servers which possess 2x8 cores. Serv-
ers virtualization produces 4 VMs: VM-1, VM-2, VM-3, and 
VM-4 where VM-1 is co-located with VM-2 and VM-3 is co-
located with VM-4 (Figure 4).  
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Fig. 4. Data center servers’ virtualization procedure simulation 

 

 
Fig. 5. Drawbacks of VMs allocations without considering correlation value 

VMs have the same tail distribution of CPU computa-
tional resource utilization and co-located ones are highly 
correlated. If one will not take into account the correlation 
(Figure 5), services 1 will allocate sets of VM-1 and VM-2, 

while service 2 will allocate sets of VM-3 and VM-4. In this 
case, extremum value of CPU utilization will attain 8x100% 
of core of each server (active state of all cores). In other 
hand, if one will pair services [VM-1; VM-3] and [VM-2; VM-
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4], extremum value of CPU utilization for each server cores 
may be lowered down to 6x100% (Figure 6), which allow 

to lower v/f level without services performance  
degradation. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Correlation-aware VMs allocations procedure 

To develop an efficient mathematical model it is pro-
posed to use Pearson’s correlation [13] to quantify the 
correlation coefficient of used data center VMs CPU utiliza-
tion. It can be calculated as the ratio of covariance of the 
two variables to the product of their standard deviations. 
However, Pearson’s correlation could be inefficient for the 
task because this value refers to correlation throughout the 
corresponding time interval while only correlation at peak 
or threshold VMs utilization is required. Thereby, it was 
important to estimate proper measure to quantify the 
correlation coefficient between VMs that is able to over-
come the inefficiency of the conventional correlation met-
ric: 

 

, = 1 − , ∙ 100%, (1) 

 
where ,  is correlation measure of  and , 

 is CPU utilization level of , of  is CPU 

utilization level of  and ,  is aggregated actual 
peak utilization of co-located  and . , =100% refers to complete correlation, while , = 0% 
refers to no correlation. 

It is important to note that values of each recorded pe-
riod of utilization have to be updated. Correlation coeffi-
cients between all VMs have to be modeled by ,  
matrix where each element corresponds to the ,  meas-
uring function.  This model will allow storing all samples 
and evenly distributing computational utilization as well as 
correlation between the events in the bounds of certain 
time period. 

CONCLUSIONS 
It was shown that low performance of data center in-

frastructure work refers to disproportion of servers’ utiliza-
tion. Overconsumption problem could be solved by minimi-
zation of the active servers’ number. In order to provide 
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server consolidation implementation it is necessary to 
maintain acceptable performance level of the servers room 
infrastructure work. Server consolidation may cause per-
formance degradation due to the conflict of using shared 
resources by virtual machines. Basic scheme of correlation-
aware virtualization includes: tracing data center servers’ 
physical resources utilization level, transforming of utiliza-
tion traces into binary sequence up to the utilization 
threshold value, clustering of virtual machines up to the 
binary sequence and virtual machines allocation at physical 
servers. Power management procedure which consists from 

user-interactive and fast changing service, maintaining of 
the minimal performance degradation caused by physical 
resources sharing conflict, high correlation level of virtual 
machines was developed. Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
was proved to be optimal instrument of the correlation of 
used data center virtual machines physical resources utili-
zation quantifying. Developed model model allows storing 
all samples and evenly distributing computational utiliza-
tion as well as correlation between the events in the 
bounds of certain time period. 
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